
ON COLLECTING $1 FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES 
   by Carlson   R.  Chambliss 

Without doubt the “$1 bill” is the type of paper money most familiar to the American public. 
Despite attempts to remove them from circulation and replace them with circulating $1 coins, $1 notes 
continue to remain in circulation in huge quantities.  Although $1 silver certificates are occasionally seen 
by non-collectors when old accumulations of paper money come to light, essentially 100% of the $1 notes 
presently in circulation are Federal Reserve notes, which were first issued to the public on November 6, 
1963.  At the present time just keeping these notes in circulation costs the American government (and 
hence the taxpayers) about $500 million per annum.  Countries such as Australia, Canada, and New 
Zealand have long since replaced their $1 notes with circulating $1 coins, but in the United States the 
vending machine industry wants a firm commitment from the Federal government that it will cease 
printing $1 notes as a part of a total changeover to $1 coins before the industry is willing to undertake the 
huge costs involved in converting all automatic change machines, etc., that would be needed to replace all 
circulating $1 notes.  The lifetime of a typical $1 note in circulation is estimated to be about 18 months, 
and a substantial amount of the production time at the BEP is devoted to printing increasingly large 
numbers of these notes.  At the other end the Federal Reserve is charged with removing worn or damaged 
notes from circulation, and the largest percentage of these by numbers if not by value are the $1 notes. 

Since the $1 FRNs were first issued just a couple of weeks before the assassination of JFK on 
November 22, 1963, a huge amount of nonsense has been written about the chance coincidence of these 
two events, especially for the Series 1963 $1 notes from Dallas.  Since Dallas is the 11th District in the 
Federal Reserve System, and the number “11”appears prominently on these notes, some persons have 
tried to market to the unwary $1 notes of Series 1963 from Dallas as “limited-edition commemoratives” 
of this tragic event.  For some time in the 1960s numerous $1 notes featuring decals of JFK, Jackie 
Kennedy, and several other persons were also marketed as novelties.  Although not illegal to make 
apparently enough cold water was poured over this type of basically unethical marketing to reduce greatly 
the appeal of these privately made fabrications to almost all serious collectors.  I term these items novelty 
alterations, but there is almost zero interest in such items today.  Somewhat more legitimate are Series 
1976 $2 FRNs with cancellations of July 4, 1976 postmarked from various states, but this proved to be a 
fad that never caught on with serious collectors. 

In this article I am going to discuss non-error notes only.  Error notes are seriously collected by 
many specialists, and quite a few of these are $1 FRNs, but there is quite a bit of interest among the non-
error notes to keep specialists busy with the numerous varieties of these.  Another collecting sphere for $1 
FRNs are those with fancy serial numbers, and these notes can become quite expensive when one is 
dealing with notes with solid serial numbers, #1 notes, ladder serials, etc.  For collectors of notes with 
fancy serial numbers $1 FRNs are probably the most popular types of all, since they are printed in such 
huge quantities.  Since serial number blocks are now only 96 million for $1 to $20 notes, collectors who 
desire the elusive “solid 9s” notes will largely have to content themselves with $1 FRNs no later than 
Series 1974.  The 96-million per block format became standardized with Series 1988 for the lower 
denominations, but $50s and $100s are still numbered in blocks of 99.2 million.  

  From Series 1963 through Series 2013 there have been a total of 25 different series of $1 FRNs. 
One of these, Series 1963B, is the only series of FRNs of any denomination to feature the signature of 
Joseph W. Barr, who served as Secretary of the Treasury for only one month in 1968-69.  A distinction 
was also made between Series 1969 and Series 1969A despite the fact that the Treasurer of the United 
States is the same person (along with the same Secretary of the Treasury) on both types.  But on Series 
1969 she signs her name as Dorothy Andrews Elston while on Series 1969A she signs as Dorothy 
Andrews Kabis, since she married Walter L. Kabis in 1970 during her term of office.  All $1 FRNs bear 
the signatures of women Treasurers, but the Secretaries of the Treasury have all been men.  Since the year 
2001 all Treasurers have been persons of Hispanic descent.  This “tradition” will continue with the new 
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notes of Series 2017 that will bear the signatures of Jovita Carranza and Steven Mnuchin.   I do not yet 
have any data on the notes of Series 2017, but I assume that production of notes of Series 2013 is being 
rapidly terminated, since these items bear the signatures of persons from a different administration who 
are no longer in office. 

Certain distinctions made for earlier types of small-size notes are not applicable to $1 FRNs. 
Beginning in 1938 a change was made in the size of back check numbers from “micro” to “macro” that 
were about 1 mm and 2 mm in height, respectively.  These did affect most notably the notes of Series 
1934/1934A and 1935/1935A, but all $1 notes were silver certificates at that time.  Robert Azpiazu uses 
the term “mule” in a different context, however, for several series of $1 FRNs, and his approaches I shall 
discuss later on in this article.  Similarly the motto “In God We Trust” was added to the back plates of $1 
notes in 1962, and so all $1 FRNs carry this motto.  At the end of the 1920s and for all of the 1930s there 
was a fair amount of variation in the color of the green ink used to print the Treasury seals and serial 
numbers on Federal Reserve notes, but by 1963 these features were all printed in a uniform emerald green 
shade with a slight bluish cast.  So we need not discuss these differences, since these do not exist for $1 
FRNs.  Also the transition from 18-subject to 32-subject plates was made prior to the printings of any $1 
FRNs, and almost all notes of Series 1963 through 2009 were made with 32-subject plates.  It seems that 
all Series 2013 $1 FRNs are being made with 50-subject plates, and notes printed from these plates have 
several quite distinct features.  The transition, however, seems to have been a smooth one with all Series 
2009 notes printed with 32-subejct plates and all Series 2013 notes printed with 50-subject plates.  This 
applies, however, only to $1 notes.  All notes of the $2 through $100 denominations are still being printed 
with 32-subject plates. The web notes that were printed in 22 different blocks in Series 1988A, 1993, and 
1995 are quite distinctive, and these I shall discuss in some detail.   

In a certain sense the web notes can be regarded as a type of experimental note. In three separate 
instances - in 1932/33 and then in1937, and once again in 1944 experimental $1 silver certificates were 
printed using $1 notes of Series 1928A/ 1928B, 1935, and 1935A, respectively.  Special serial number 
blocks or even overprints were used to identify notes that had different paper compositions or coatings. 
In all three cases the results were inconclusive.  The web notes were not planned as experimental notes, 
but they proved to be the products of an experimental press that the BEP had to admit after much effort 
was a failure.   

Although there are now 25 different series possibilities for $1 FRNs (and soon to be 26 since 
Series 2017 notes should shortly be in production), collecting just one note for each series is an exercise 
that is far too trivial to attract any serious interest.  One could also include a star note for each series, but 
this also is not much of a challenge.  Thus I assume that most collectors of $1 FRNs (and $2 FRNs as 
well) will go in for district sets.  Some persons attempt to assemble complete serial number block sets, but 
this becomes quite a challenge especially with the more recent series. 

During the 1960s it seems that FRNs printed for a given district were usually just sent to that 
district, i. e., Atlanta notes to Atlanta, Dallas notes to Dallas, etc.  More recently it seems that freshly 
printed notes of one district often wind up in quite a different location.  Just look at your pocket change to 
verify this assertion.  Also star notes are usually printed these days for only a few districts and not for all 
twelve as was typically the case in prior years.  A parameter that I shall use is the star rate, i. e., the 
percentage of star notes in the total printing run of a series.  In the 1960s and 1970s star notes were 
usually printed for every district for which normal notes were printed.  Furthermore the star rate was 
fairly high, typically 5% – 10% per series.  I doubt that the rate of spoilage was actually that high, but the 
extra star notes that had been printed by the BEP were probably just sent to the various banks to round out 
the shipment.  I doubt that the majority of these star notes that have been printed were actually destroyed. 
Today a spoilage rate of 5% to 10% would be regarded by the BEP was being unacceptably high.  A rate 
this high did occur for Series 2009 $100 notes, where the rate recorded was 6.03% for the notes actually 
delivered, but that led to a new series of notes (Series 2009A) where the star rate dropped to 1.10%. 
Nonetheless, as we shall see, the star rate is much higher for $1 FRNs of Series 2013 (printed with 50-
subject plates) than it is for Series 2009 (printed on the standard 32-subject plates).  Anytime a new 
technology is introduced, it seems that the rate of spoilage does increase for awhile.  I do not know what 
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the rate of spoilage was for web notes, but I expect that it was quite high.  A parameter such as “star rate” 
tells us nothing in this case.  The F* web notes were not used as replacements for other printings of web 
notes that had been spoiled. 

Prior to the mid-1980s it was easier for dealers and collectors to obtain quantities of star notes for 
issues such as $1 FRNs than has proven to be the case in more recent years.  The difficulties began with 
the Series 1981A,1985, and 1988, each of which has a major rarity among its star notes.  Although large 
numbers of star notes are still being printed these days, almost every series of $1 FRNs seems to have at 
least one district star variety that is proving very hard to come by.  To add to the complications some 
serial number blocks are printed only in limited numbers in uncut sheet form.  Forming district sets of 
notes is not as simple or straightforward as once was the case.  Let us now examine the $1 FRNs of Series 
1963 through 1988.  Up though Series 1981 star notes were printed for nearly all districts, and all notes 
were printed by the BEP at its Washington facility. By the early 1980s there was clearly less spoilage in 
note production, and the BEP made a decision to cut back production of star notes and limit their 
distribution.  The result for collectors was the appearance of a few true rarities in these issues.  

In this table I am listing first the Series, the number of districts printed, the number of serial 
number blocks (normal notes only), the total production (in billions), the number of star blocks, their total 
production (in millions), and the star rate. 

Series     No. Dist.    No. Blocks    Total Notes      No. Stars     Star Production      Star Rate 
1963       12     22     1.718 B         12        134.40 M      7.82% 
1963A    12     57    5.097 B    12    351.26 M    6.89%    
1963B   5       8       0.466 B      4  12.16 M    2.61% 
1969         12     24    1.911 B    12  84.54 M     4.42% 
1969A         12      20     0.633 B    11  27.04 M     4.27% 
1969B     12        23    1.690 B    12  43.04 M     2.55% 
1969C         10     16    0.544 B      9  11.61 M     2.13% 
1969D         12     36    3.162 B    11  48.72 M     1.84% 
1974         12        56    5.004 B    12  36.36 M     0.73% 
1977         12     49    4.197 B    12  67.84 M     1.62% 
1977A         12     43    3.348 B    12  50.30 M     1.50% 
1981         12     71    5.538 B    12  42.86 M     0.77% 
1981A         12     43    3.696 B      5      22.53 M     0.61% 
1985         12   118  10.519 B      6  27.52 M     0.25% 
1988         12     37    3.965 B      7  17.89 M     0.45% 

These data show a steady and quite substantial decline in the rate of production of star notes.  As I 
have already noted, I feel that the high star rates encountered in the early 1960s were not all true spoilage 
rates but rather involved production of some sample notes that the various Federal Reserve banks could 
have on hand.  A 30-to-1 improvement in the rate of spoilage between Series 1963 and 1985 just does not 
seem credible.   By the 1980s, however, star notes seemed to be printed for a few districts only and sent 
out exclusively to replace spoilage.  The only star note from the first decade that can be classed as truly 
scarce is the L* note of Series 1969C.  Oddly enough this variety has a reported printing of 2,400,000. 
Several star notes in this series have lower printings, but clearly most of the L* notes of this series that 
were reported printed never made it into circulation.  

Most of the C* notes that were printed in Series 1969C have serials under 3.36 million, and these 
are quite common.  Well after the normal production of this series ended, there was a printing of 13,000 
sheets equivalent to 416,000 C* notes, and these have serials between 51.20 million and 57.53 million. 
The C* notes of this late printing command large premiums.    

Series 1981 shows a number of peculiarities.  The rarity of the JD block of this series can be 
explained by the fact that only 3.20 million of these notes were printed (as compared with 100 million 
each for the common JA, JB, JC blocks) and according to Robert Azpiazu most of these went to rural 
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Louisiana and Mississippi, which are not regions noted for much interest in syngraphics.  The C* note of 
this series is also decidedly scarce.  Again there must have been some distribution problems, since 
1,536,000 were printed, which is not a low quantity for a star note. 

Incidentally why can a total printing of something like two million be regarded as a low figure for 
a normal block variety while the same amount for a star note should make that star note common? 
Simple.  Collectors are looking for star note varieties as they appear, but the final printing totals on 
normal blocks are normally not available until well after production on the notes in question has ceased 
and the notes were placed into circulation.  

The K* (Series 1981A), H* (Series 1985), and F* (Series 1988) are each known to be true 
rarities.  I was able to obtain the first two of these soon after their issue from the dealer Dean Oakes at 
super bargain prices of about $30 each.  Mr. Oakes had been able to obtain packs of these two notes for 
making up into district sets, but he never was able to obtain a fresh pack of the rare F* notes.  I eventually 
purchased one of these for my collection but at a very much higher price.  The printings of all three of 
these notes are recorded by the BEP as 640,000 each.  A recent article by Joe Farrenkopf indicates that 
the printing of the F* note may have been as low as 160,000, but clearly only a tiny fraction of these 
items were actually distributed.  In the past couple of years the values of these rarities seem to have 
declined a bit from their highs of well over $1000 each, but still you must expect to pay well over $500 
each for CU examples of these acknowledged rarities.   

Although the term “mule” generally refers to various types of small-size notes made in the 1930s 
and 1940s when there were changes in the sizes of the back check numbers, it can refer to any note in 
which the face printing of a note in question is paired with a back printed from a plate having a number 
that is in a sequence that was intended for printing a different series of notes.  Robert Azpiazu notes that 
in the early 1960s back plates with numbers of 447 or lower were intended for use in printing $1 SCs 
while those having numbers of 448 or higher were intended for printing $1 FRNs.  For Series 1963 this 
distinction is trivial, and most collectors ignore this subtle difference.  More dramatic are notes of Series 
1977A having back check numbers of 3, 4, 5, or 6.  These plates were intended for the backs of Series 
1981 notes, but a few Series 1977A $1 notes would up with these numbers on their backs.  The 
numbering of back plates has been redone for several series, and several other possibilities for “mules” do 
exist.  If these minor differences interest you, then careful study of Azpiazu’s book on the FRNs of Series 
1963 to 2009 is essential. 

Series 1981 was the first series of $1 FRNs to include notes printed in uncut sheets, and there are 
eight serial number blocks for this series that exist in this format only.  Some of the notes from Richmond 
in this format have an interesting plate number 7273 instead of the intended 3273.  The number 7273 is 
clearly an error, since normal check numbers do not run this high for back plates of this vintage. 

Another peculiar error that is found on some notes of Series 1981A and 1985 are notes with the 
back check number 129.  Normally the back numbers on $1 notes are always found on the right sides of 
these notes, but for number 129 this number is on the left.  In Series 1981A this error is most often found 
with blocks HB and LG, but CA and IA are also known.  With Series 1985 it is found with blocks AA, 

The K* note of Series 1981A and the H* note of Series 1985 are the first couple of true rarities among the numerous varieties of $1
FRNs.  Supposedly 640,000 of each of these varieties of star notes were printed, but only a very small number of packs have ever
appeared in the market. 
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BA, BB, DA, EA, FA, and GA.  A few other blocks possibly exist with this error.  Should these be 
classed as errors or as plate varieties?  That is really for the collector to decide. 

Series 1988A proved to be one of the longest and doubtless the most complex of all of the series 
of $1 FRNs.  During the years of production of this series (1990-94) the Fort Worth Facility of the BEP 
came fully into production.  Notes printed in Forth Worth were given special markings that make them 
readily distinguishable from their Washington-printed counterparts.  The ill-fated web notes were all 
printed at the DC facility, and the larger portion of these were printed in Series 1988A.    

Let us now review the production data for the $1 FRNs that were printed in 32-subject sheets for 
the Series 1988A, 1993, 1995, and 1999.  In this case I am separating the district and block varieties 
printed at the DC facility from those printed at FW.  These data do not include web notes for Series 
1988A, 1993, or 1995. 

Series       No. Dist.       No. Blocks      Total Notes     No. Stars    Stars Printed     Star Rate  
1988A    12 / 7       111 / 70   14.872 B       7 / 4     103.63 M      0.70% 
1993  8 / 5       30 / 26   4.557 B          3 / 2     37.76 M  0.83% 
1995            10 / 8     101 / 109     18.555 B    6 / 6   98.72 M  0.54% 
1999  6 / 7  58 / 63     10.131 B    5 / 3   62.40 M  0.62% 

Series 1988A has proven to be the most complex of all the issues of $1 FRNs.  Production began 
in Washington in April, 1990, but by March, 1991, the new Fort Worth facility was fully on line.  The 
FW notes feature a tiny FW beside the check number at the lower right side, and the check numbers on 
the back side are 1.2 mm high instead of 0.8 mm for the DC facility.  Most collectors who obtain one note 
for each district want both the DC and FW notes where two types exist for a given district.  For Series 
1988A there are thus 19 non-star notes and 11 star notes in a district set.  Things get more complicated, 
however, when one tries to obtain all possible blocks.  In several instances both facilities printed notes for 
a given block.  For Series 1988A four of the blocks are scarce.  These are the KC block from DC, and FN, 
IA, and LC from FW.  In each of these cases the bulk of the notes in these blocks were printed at the other 
facility. 

Series 1993 was a fairly small issue that was in production for only about one year.  It does 
manage to include two scarce varieties, however.   These are the C* and IA notes, both of which will be 
wanted by district set collectors.  By 1995 both facilities of the BEP were producing notes in record 
numbers.  The total production of $1 notes in Series 1995 – about 19.7 billion - exceeded even the long-
lived Series 1988A.  Notes in uncut sheets had been in production since Series 1981, and some blocks had 
been distributed only in uncut sheet form.  In Series 1995 all notes from Minneapolis printed at DC are in 
uncut sheet form.  Huge numbers of notes were printed for Minneapolis at FW, but if you want notes of 
this district from both facilities, you will find the DC note much more difficult to come by.  For Series 
1995 the $1 notes for the eastern districts (A though E) were being printed at DC, while those of the 
western districts (G through L) were printed at FW.  The production of notes for Atlanta was split 
between the two facilities.  For Series 1995 some 38.4 million notes were printed by the DC facility in the 
GP block for Chicago.  These notes are not scarce, but they are a bit peculiar.  Apparently the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Chicago had an emergency need of a few more $1 notes at a time when one or more of 
the note-making pieces of equipment was down for maintenance in Fort Worth. 

Series 1995 contains one notable plate error that resembles to a substantial extent the “129”errors 
of Series 1981A and 1985.  As previously noted, the check numbers on the DC back plates are about 0.8 
mm high while those on the FW back plates are larger at about 1.2 mm in height.  The back plate no. 295 
used at the FW facility, however, had numbers that were only the size of these used in DC.   This error is 
obvious and was immediately noted both by BEP employees and by collectors.  Since the general public 
had no interest in such matters, however, the BEP quite wisely decided to use this back plate for its 
normal lifetime.  Soon these “295” notes were being acquired in large numbers by persons such as the 
dealer Ed Zegers and members of the Long Island Currency Club.  Robert Azpiazu’s new book gives an 
extremely detailed listing of these notes, and they exist in eleven non-star blocks from the G, H, I, J, K, 
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and L districts.  Azpiazu’s listing is so detailed that it even includes these notes by run numbers (@ 
6,400,000 notes per run) and by face plate letters.  There are a fair number of scarce varieties, but large 
numbers of circulated notes are available inexpensively.  It is my feeling that not many collectors are up 
to collecting several hundreds of different varieties of these error notes.  The syngraphic community was 
caught sleeping on the “129” error notes and the earlier issues of the web notes, but thanks to early 
publicity this did not prove the case for the “295” notes. 

There is one important rarity among these notes, however.  It is believed that only 40,000 G* 
notes were printed with the “295” back plate.  Only about a dozen of these items have been recovered, 
and this is a variety that is far scarcer than are the K*, H*, and F* notes of Series 1981A, 1985, and 1988, 
respectively or the famous BL and F* web notes of Series 1988A.  

A fresh pack of “295” notes will contain only 25 of these items.  It will also contain 75 notes with 
other back check numbers that will be dispersed between the error notes.  Some collectors like to acquire 
these notes as sets of four in which one note in the “quartet” is the “295” error.  Robert Azpiazu also 
mentions some notes of Series 1988A from Fort Worth having face plate 106.  In this case the numbers 
are about 0.9 mm high, but the difference of about 0.1 mm between the normal face plate numbers and 
these “errors” is barely perceptible to the eye.  No wonder that these items were not recognized until 
2004!  They have been recorded in the LE and L* blocks of Series 1988A, but in my opinion they are 
only “flyspeck” varieties. 

How should the “129” and “295” errors be listed in standard catalogs, and how should one collect 
them?  The Krause catalogs list the “129” errors as though they were major types comparable in 
importance to the wide and narrow backs of Series 1935D $1 SCs or the Series 1935G $1 SCs with and 
without the motto on their backs, but they fail to discuss at all the quite similar “295” errors.  Surely these 
varieties do not qualify as major types, but you may wish to acquire a number of them for your collection. 
Thanks to the attentions of several alert syngraphists numerous examples of the “295” notes, at least, are 
currently on the market.  

I am finishing this section with some comments on Series 1999, which illustrates some other 
features common to recent issues of $1 FRNs.  One thing that is clear with $1 notes in the late 1990s is 
that production of these items seems to have peaked with Series 1995.  None of the more recent series 
remotely reach the total of almost 19 billion that was achieved with this series. 

  Had the Sacagawea dollars (first issued in 2000) with their distinctive feel and composition been 
first issued in 1979 instead of the cupronickel-clad Susan B. Anthony dollars, the $1 FRNs might now be 
a thing of the past, but the debate between the $1 coin and the $1 bill continues to go on.  Don’t spend too 
many $1 coins in Dalton, Massachusetts (the home of Crane & Co.), however.  They are not very popular 
there.  With many countries switching from paper to polymer plastic, I do not know what is going to 
happen to the USA currency.  Also is Crane & Co. planning on getting into the plastics business? 

Now back to the $1 FRNs of Series 1999.  This is quite a simple series in which districts A – E 
were printed in DC and districts G – L were produced in FW.  Notes for Atlanta were made more in FW 
than in DC, but enough of the latter were made to allow for most Atlanta notes from both facilities to be 

The BL web and F* web notes of Series 1988A were produced in May and June of 1992, and they are the first of the web notes to
have been printed.  There was little publicity at the time, especially for the BL note, and the great majority of the 1,920,000 notes
printed simply entered circulation and subsequently disappeared.  This note is far scarcer in CU condition than it is in well
circulated grades.   The BEP records that 640,000 of the F* web notes were printed, but it is felt that a much smaller quantity were
actually released, quite possibly 160,000.  This note typically comes in high grades rather than in well circulated condition.   
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quite common.  Somewhat over 10 billion notes were made in all, but there seem to be hardly any blocks 
that could be classed as scarce among the 120 or so non-star blocks.  Sheets were sold by the BEP in five 
non-star blocks, but these were the same as used on normal notes.  Some collectors obtain these as distinct 
varieties, since they can be easily distinguished by having serial numbers in excess of 96 million.   In 
Series 1999 there were a total of eight different star notes, five from DC and three from FW.  A so-called 
run of star notes contains up to 3,200,000 notes.  Sometimes, however, the initial printing will contain 
fewer notes than this.  In the case of the A* notes for this series only 640,000 were printed initially. 
When more A* notes were added about a year later, the numbering began with 3200001 rather than with 
640001.  One could collect these notes by production runs, but that is too specialized for my tastes.  In the 
case of the Series 1999 star notes, the F* from FW is definitely scarce and the D* from DC is not too 
plentiful.  The E* notes were also printed in sheet form.  These have serial numbers that place them in the 
same range as those notes normally issued as singles by the BEP. 

We now come to the web notes that were printed in Series 1988A, 1993, and 1995.  In terms of 
numbers produced the breakdown was about 233 million in 1988A, 25.6 million in 1993, and 50.6 million 
in 1995.  As I am sure all readers know the third printing for these notes was done on a COPE-PAK 
machine and not on the Alexander Hamilton Press itself.  I have no idea as to how many sheets of paper 
were spoiled on the web press, but the total must have been quite substantial.   Web notes were in 
production from May, 1992 to December, 1995, but there was a substantial interruption between the notes 
of Series 1988A and those of Series 1993 and 1995.  A total of some 309 million notes were printed at a 
cost of about $30 million or just about 10 cents each.  Notes printed on sheet-fed presses cost about four 
cents each to make at that time.  It seems that most syngraphists – both collectors and dealers – were 
under the impression that everything would soon be straightened out and the web notes would soon 
replace the sheet-fed notes just as had the $1 FRNs replaced the $1 SCs, the cupronickel-clad coins 
replaced the silver coins, etc.  Clearly problems were evident when the general public starting asking 
questions like, “What are these funny-looking counterfeit $1 bills?”, and stories about the “counterfeit” 
notes appeared regularly on news programs along with questions as to whether or not the public should 
accept them at all. 

I expect that almost everyone who collects web notes collects them by blocks and not just by 
series or districts.  There are a total of 22 of the web blocks, and in circulated grades all but two are fairly 
inexpensive.  Much of the credit for researching these notes goes to Bob Kvederas, Sr. and Jr., and these 
two gentlemen have published three versions of their handbook that covers most of the details that an 
interested collector should know. 

The two rarities among the web notes are the BL note of Series 1988A that was printed in an 
edition of 1,920,000 in May, 1992 and the F* note of this series that was printed in an edition no larger 
than 640,000 (some say as low as 160,000) in the following month.  Unfortunately attention at this time 
was minimal, which is itself a bit peculiar, since this was not many years after the error printings of the 
“129” notes in Series 1981A and 1985.  Both of these notes proved to be quite scarce, but it seems that 
the market for them, and for web notes in general, has calmed down quite a bit.  The BL web exists in a 
wide variety of grades, since many of these did make it into circulation.  In fine condition it is worth 
about $100, and a CU example can still sell for at least $1000.  A number of holdings of these notes in 
high grade have come onto the market, and that has put a ceiling on their price.  The F* web is usually 
offered in high grade only, and a CU example also is worth about $1000.  In XF-AU an F* web would 
probably sell for about $400 in today’s market. 

Collectors who want more examples of web notes than just the 22 blocks usually go for the 
various face & back plate combos or for these combos but with different production runs as well.  The 
total number of plate combos is about 136, and when the different runs are taken into consideration this 
total increases to about 235.  For the BL web note there is only one possibility, viz., 1 / 1, and this is also 
true for the F* web, where all notes have 1 / 2 as their plate numbers.  The problem with collecting web 
notes by plate combos or runs, however, is that there are several rarities, some of which far exceed the BL 
and F* notes in their scarcity.  I doubt that anyone has succeeded in putting together a complete holding 
of these, since a few appear to be unique or very nearly so.   
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Usually most $1 FRNs are collected in CU grade only aside from the rarer items.  For web notes, 
however, notes in F-VF or VF-XF grades are totally acceptable, and the great majority of the web notes 
on the market have been pulled from circulation.  There are also two non-web notes that fascinate the web 
note specialists.  These are the non-web BL note of Series 1988A from the 6th run of this block with 
serials in the range 32.0 million to 38.4 million and the non-web AD note of Series 1995 in the 13th run of 
this block with serials of 76.8 million to 83.2 million.  In both cases these printings filled out the runs of 
6,400,000 notes that were not completed by the web notes themselves in these blocks. 

If web notes fascinate you, by all means try to form a comprehensive collection of these items. 
You may find some true rarities among the notes that are being offered.  It seems that interest in web 
notes has declined significantly from what it was a decade or so ago, and thus there may now be some 
true bargains to be found at paper money shows and other venues.  A total of 136 different plate combos 
or 235 run/plate/combos is an unreachable goal, but for the truly dedicated collector it might be very 
interesting to see how close one can come to either of these totals.  

The following table gives the data on $1 FRNs printed thus far in the 21st century.  Series 2003A 
was issued when the Treasurer on Series 2003 (Rosario Marin) was replaced by a new Treasurer (Anna E. 
Cabral).  When a new Secretary of the Treasury comes in, however, the year of the series is changed. 

Series       No. Dist. No. Blocks Total Notes     No. Stars Stars Printed      Star Rate 
2001         11 / 7     36 / 26            4.922 B         4 / 4      28.80 M      0.59% 
2003         11 / 8     36 / 49     7.156 B         4 / 4      36.32 M      0.51% 
2003A  8 / 7     47 / 48     7.776 B         4 / 3      30.11 M      0.39% 
2006         8 / 12     30 / 84     9.637 B         2 / 8      36.03 M      0.37% 
2009         8 / 12     23 / 72     8.160 B         3 / 6      28.83 M      0.35% 
2013         5 / 12     24 / 63     6.835 B         3 / 6      90.98 M      1.33% 

Several trends can be seen from these data.  Production of $1 notes has held fairly steady over 
these years, but it is well down from what it was in the late 1990s.  The $1 coins have received only 
limited acceptance, and so it would appear that increased use of charge cards has reduced the demand for 
even modest amounts of cash thus reducing the need for ever larger numbers of $1 notes.  The reduction 
of production of $1 notes at the DC facility after 2006 is clearly due to the fact that the attention of the 
BEP in Washington was clearly focused on the production of the new “colorized” notes of higher 
denominations.  The production of new $100 notes in Series 2009 and 2009A proved to be particularly 
difficult, since serious problems arose with their production.  It was never planned to issue Series 2006A 
$100s in the older style, or Series 2009A $100s in the current style, but delays in the anticipated release of 
the new $100s plus very heavy demand abroad for ever greater quantities of $100 notes necessitated these 
issues.  The Series 2009A $100s were actually first released prior to the Series 2009 notes of this value, 
and for awhile there was some question as to whether the Series 2009 $100s that had been held in storage 
for some years would ever be released. 

Series 2001 includes notes from the blocks IA, KA, and LA that were printed in DC but only in 
sheet form.  The great majority of the normal notes of these blocks were printed at FW.  If one wishes to 
include one note from each district as well as from each facility, then these special sheet notes must be 
included in the sets.  Among the eight star notes of Series 2001 there is one that is truly scarce if not quite 
rare.  It is the H* variety from DC. 

Series 2003 shows the same characteristics with sheet notes only from the CA block printed in 
FW and the same for the HA and JA blocks printed in DC  Among the nine star notes of this series the F* 
was printed at both facilities with the DC variety being uncommon.  The D* variety if this series is truly 
scarce, and it is comparable to the H* of Series 2001 in rarity and in price.  In Series 2003A there are a 
couple of districts  printed in DC that exist as sheet notes only, but multiple blocks exist for both.  These 
are GA and GB together with LA, LB, and LC.  Among the nine varieties of star notes for this series there 
are a few runs with fairly small printings. 
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At the time when “colorized” $20, $50, and $10 notes in Series 2006 were being developed and 
produced (in that order), the printing of $1 notes in Series 2006 was largely done at the Fort Worth 
facility.  Once again there were some “sheets only” notes from Dallas and San Francisco printed at the 
DC facility.  There are eight star notes with two from DC and six from FW.  The F* variety appears from 
both facilities.  The “sleeper” appears to be the D* note from FW.  The non-star notes of Series 2009 are 
nearly identical to those of Series 2006.  Here there were two “sheets only” district varieties for DC (GA 
and JA this time), and the bulk of the production of this series was done at FW.  Back in Washington, of 
course, the BEP was concerned with far more important matters than just printing a few more $1 bills, 
viz., the repeated problems and delays connected with the production of the new holographic $100 notes. 

Although nine varieties of star notes were made in Series 2009, only three of these (the A* and 
D* from DC and the F* from FW) are truly common.  The B* note appears from both facilities.  The real 
“sleeper” in this series is the H* note from FW.  Supposedly 320,000 of these were printed, but they are 
proving to be extremely elusive.  This note has the potential of matching the K* (1981A), H* (1985), and 
F* (1988) star notes in rarity, but the situation is still uncertain for this item.  Despite very diligent 
searches over several years no one ever came up with a fresh pack of F* notes of Series 1988, and so true 
rarities sometimes are produced.  The $2 FRNs also contain a couple of truly mysterious items of recent 
vintage.  These are the L* notes of Series 2003A and 2009.  Supposedly 384,000 and 128,000 of these 
were printed, respectively, but has anybody seen any of these? 

We now turn to the last of the recent series of $1 FRNs, viz., the notes of Series 2013.  So far as I 
know all of these were produced on the new 50-subject plates, and notes printed from these plates have 
several important distinguishing characteristics.  If any notes were printed on both 50-subject and 32-
subject plates, the obvious differences in appearance would merit separate listings in all catalogs, but I 
think that I can state definitively that all Series 2009 notes are from 32-subject plates and all $1 notes of 
Series 2013 are from 50-subject plates. 

It seems that the transition to these new plates went smoothly.  The first notes printed were a run 
of 19.2 million K* notes that were printed late in 2013 at the FW facility.  Large-scale production of 
Series 2013 at Fort Worth got underway in March, 2014.  In DC bulk production of Series 2013 $1 notes 
began only in December, 2014.  As can be seen from the table above, the bulk of the production of Series 
2013 $1 notes has been at the FW facility.  Notes for all districts have been printed in quantity there, 
whereas only five districts of this series have thus far been printed at the DC facility.  There are three star 
varieties from the DC facility and a total of six from FW.  Some data for B* notes indicate that there may 
have been some runs at the two facilities with identical serial numbers.  Thus far the star note from 
Kansas City has only been printed in limited quantities, and thus it may prove to be scarce.  One type of 
product that is not being marketed are uncut sheets or strips of these notes.  Notes of $2 through $100 are 
still being printed in sheets of 32 subjects, but it is unclear at present whether any of these will continue to 
be marketed in uncut form. 

The data that I have tabulated above are complete through April, 2017.  Series 2013 may continue 
for a bit longer, but the appointments have already been made for the two officials whose signatures are to 
appear on the Series 2017 notes, and I do not see any reason why notes of that series should not go into 
immediate production.  Note from these data that the star rate is 1.33% for Series 2013 but only about 
0.37% for the last three series that were printed on 32-subject plates.  If the early printings of K* notes are 
treated as trial notes (which they were) rather than as replacement notes, then the star rate drops to 1.05%, 
but this is still a fairly high replacement rate for current BEP productions.  Although the transition to 50-
subject plates went fairly smoothly, clearly there was still substantially more spoilage with the new 
system than there had been in recent years with the older one.  Doubtless this rate of spoilage will 
decrease as the BEP employees become more accustomed to working with the 50-subject plate system. 

I have occasionally mentioned uncut sheets and especially notes that only exist in sheet form. 
After a lapse of many years the BEP once again began to sell some notes in uncut sheet form.  These 
ranged from strips of four notes to sheets of 8, 16, and 32 subjects.  Serious collectors of these items who 
collect these notes by districts and serial number blocks usually prefer the strips of four, since they are 
much easier to store than are the large format sheets.  Marketing of these items began in 1981, and all 
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denominations from $1 to $100 have been offered.  The emphasis, however, has most definitely been on 
$1 and $2 FRNs.  For $1 notes every series between 1981 and 2009 has been offered.  In terms of serial 
number blocks, the numbers of varieties per series are as follows.  In cases where a given block is 
available from both DC and FW these are counted as separate varieties: 

1981         38 blocks 1993        5 blocks 2003  7 blocks 
1981A         24 1995        9 2003A  9 
1985         40 1999        7 2006  5 
1988         13 2001            6 2009  8 
1988A    19 

As can be seen, this totals almost 200 different possibilities for these sheets thus making the collecting of 
all of these varieties a very serious challenge.  In more than two dozen cases these blocks exist only in 
uncut form, and in eleven instances distinct district varieties are to be found only in sheet form when one 
takes the DC / FW distinction into consideration..  The latter I have already noted in my comments above.   

Before closing this article let me mention one invaluable source of information on all recent 
FRNs.  That is the website “U. S. Paper Money Serial Number Ranges.”  It is revised monthly, and it is 
kept very much up to date.  No published book can keep track of the very latest issues, but this source is 
always within a few weeks of being current.  It is also available at no charge on the Internet.   One very 
helpful feature is that it is color coded with the DC data appearing in bluish green and the FW data in red 
lilac.   

There is a wealth of data available on small-size FRNs and any book concerned with small-size 
notes will probably have most of its pages devoted to FRNs.  The following bibliography should contain 
some of the books of greatest interest.  Incidentally you might be curious about Mr. Azpiazu’s rather 
strange surname.  He is of Basque origin.  As you might know the Basque language (Euskara) is the only 
non-Indo-European language spoken in Western Europe.  It has extremely ancient origins and is related to 
no other known language.  I have dealt with many individuals in forming my collection of small-size 
notes, and several dealers are experts in this field.  Among several others I should mention Robert 
Kvederas, father and son, who have thoroughly researched web notes and the dealer Alex Dalatola, who 
seems to know almost everything about the latest productions at the BEP. 
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